
Secret Signs in Movies 
 

Mankind consists of two kinds of people - normal people and Hellish people. However, those who really 
rule our human society are Hellish people and not the normal. 

Hellish people have caused our human society to develop technically faster than ever before and one of 

the things that they have created in it is cinematography. Because they have always wanted to stay hidden 
from normal people, in all the serious resources of information they could not have said that they are out 
there and that they even rule the world. But they have started to use their secret signs in some of the 

movies that they have created. It usually deals with a so-called "Reminder of Hell", the examples of which 
you can find within this torrent. 

 

Articles - Several related writings in English language. 
Bonus - Video sample from "Arabela se vraci" about "being two times". It indicates Hellish people, 

whose soul is partly connected to their physical body, but partly not and this "other part" perceives different 

reality related to Hell, which it is able to connect with. Therefore they themselves sometimes display their 
soul as a figure within figure. Anyway, two parallel worlds and "being two times" are one of the main things 

that indicate Hellish people. 
Original - The entire original collection of articles about Hellish people and their secret signs in movies 

that includes an update, too. However, it is only written in Czech language, but rich in more detailed and 

more complex information. 
Pictures - Pieces of related knowledge in a form of images. 
Reminder of Hell - Several examples of this reminder from various movies, but in a .flv quality only and 

without sound. 
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